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Supplementary Note 1 | Modelling of flow cytometry generational analysis
This analysis may prove suitable for estimation of the proportion of cell death in each
generation using flow cytometry data (see Extended Data Figure 5), if the rate is assumed to
be reasonably constant throughout the experiment, as a good linear fit would suggest.
Assuming that cellular fluorescence is determined by three factors, the initial fluorescence, 𝑓 ,
the number of cell generations that have taken place, 𝑑, and degradation of the probe over
time, 𝛿(𝑡), for example as labelled proteins are turned over in the cells, then fluorescence is
given by:
𝑓=

𝑓
𝛿(𝑡)
2

If probe degradation is approximated as a linear decay of fluorescence with time where 𝑟
represents the fraction of fluorescence lost per unit time, 𝑡, the following function results.
𝛿(𝑡) ~ 1 − 𝑟𝑡
Introducing 𝑡 as the doubling time of cells we can rewrite this as:
𝛿(𝑡) ~ 1 − 𝑟𝑡 𝑑
Rewriting the initial fluorescence equation with this gives
𝑓~𝑓 2

(1 − 𝑟𝑡 𝑑)

The 𝑥 component in these graphs already represents a logarithmic value of the loss of
fluorescence relative to the start of the experiment. This can be expressed as:
𝑥 = − log

𝑓
𝑓

Which using the equations above can be expressed as:
𝑥 ~ −log [2

(1 − 𝑟𝑡 𝑑)] = 𝑑 − log (1 − 𝑟𝑡 𝑑)

Where probe degradation contributes relatively small losses in fluorescence relative to cell
division we can approximate, using 𝜌 = 𝑟𝑡 as the loss of fluorescence per doubling time, 𝑥
as:
𝑥 ~ 𝑑(1 + 𝜌)
Considering now the number of cells in the sample if we assume a constant rate of cell death
in each generation, the number of cells will be determined by the initial size of the population,
𝑛 number of generations that have taken place, again 𝑑, and the proportion of cells dying in
each generation, α.
𝑛 ~ 𝑛 2 (1 − 𝛼)
The 𝑦 component of the graphs already represents a logarithmic value of the increase in cell
population relative to the start of the experiment, which can be expressed as
𝑦 = log

𝑛
𝑛

Using the equations for n above we can express 𝑦 as:
𝑦 ~ log [2 (1 − 𝛼) = 𝑑[1 + log (1 − 𝛼)]

𝑦 and 𝑥 can now be related to each other as:
𝑦~

𝑥
[1 + log (1 − 𝛼)]
1+𝜌

Using linear regression where 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐, we can use the slope of the line of best fit, 𝑚, to
estimate the rate of cell death, α.
𝑚~

1 + log (1 − 𝛼)
1+ 𝜌

𝛼~1− 2

(

)

𝜌 could be calibrated by measurement, but if we assume 𝜌 is low we can neglect it to give
𝛼~1− 2

Supplementary Note 2 | Lineage analysis of time-lapse microscopy data
Although limited by the three generations of analysis and the experimental timespan, the
lineages presented here can exhibit a great range of outcomes leading to the diversity of
lineages depicted previous. This variety arises from differences in the number of generations
a lineage passes through, whether different branches of the tree die or survive, and even more
unusual outcomes such as the formation of three cells after a single mitosis. Conceptually,
understanding these lineages in terms of their ‘fitness’ might allow better characterisation of
the changes that occur following DNA damage. The extremes of lineage behaviour are easy
to conceptualise in terms of fitness, a lineage that features two rounds of division with no cell
death will produce 4 viable cells from the original founder cell, suggesting this lineage or
indeed the founder cell could be considered to have high fitness. In contrast, a cell that fails
to divide at all and then dies could be considered to have very low fitness having given rise to
no descendants and failed to survive. Intermediate fitness can be manifested in various ways,
a lineage might feature two rounds of division but see two of the resultant granddaughters die.
Alternatively, a cell might divide once and then neither of the daughter cells divide, in both
cases the same number of cells are alive at the end of the analysis but this has been arrived
at by different routes. Understanding how apparently similar endpoints may be reached by
different patterns of proliferation and death may have implications for understanding tumour
evolution, particularly in response to chemotherapies.
As the fitness of a lineage depends on both the proliferative capacity and survival of the cells
two dimensional plots of PI and SI scores for lineage capture the fitness of lineages better
than each alone, diagrams we refer to as ‘Lineage fitness space’. This is useful for comparing
lineages that by one score appear identical but are clearly very different, for example a lineage
which dies out completely and so scores SI=0 may do so by the founder cell dying or it could
do so by death of four granddaughter cells. High scores for both proliferation and survival, are
found in one corner while lineages with lower fitness populate the remainder of the space.
This allows different fitness defects to be visualised in one instructive diagram, lineages
featuring few divisions but no cell death (low PI high SI) will be located in a different part of
the plot to lineages featuring many divisions but ultimately ending in all cells dying (high PI low
SI). Both of these will also be separated from lineages where the founder cell itself dies (low
PI low SI). For lineages analysed to three generations the different scores possible for a typical
lineage are plotted in (Extended Data Fig. 6) which also indicates the differing levels of fitness
in the lineage space. Note that some scores are not possible, for example the PI cannot have
a value between 1 and 2 as lineages cannot have terminal branches of both 1 and higher
generations. Another example is the triangular region between PI scores of 3 and 4 and SI
scores between 0 and 1. For a terminal branch of the tree to have a score of 4 it must belong
to generation 3 and divide, if it dies instead then it will be scored as generation 3. Thus, as
each granddaughter cell dies the maximum PI score possible is reduced by 0.25 from 4.
Furthermore, irregular scores are possible when a lineage features abnormal divisions, for
example the production of three daughter cells after division gives each daughter cell a
weighting of rather than , and these are evident where a lineage’s PI and/or S.I. score has
an unusual fractional component.
Scores were calculated for lineages founded by the mock and NCS treated cells, i.e. ignoring
the pre-treatment cells, and the proportions of lineages with each pair of scores plotted in (Fig.
4) This visualisation permits a number of observations to be made. The most predominant
component of mock treated lineages, (Fig. 4b), at around half of all lineages, are lineages
scoring the maximum possible for both PI and SI [4,1], i.e. showing the greatest fitness. The
remaining lineages are distributed across various pairs of scores with none forming a

particularly large proportion of lineages. NCS treatment causes large changes in the
distribution of lineage scores, (Fig. 4c). The highest fitness collapses to a very small proportion
of all lineages and the biggest increases in proportion occurs for lineages dying out entirely
through the death of the founder cell [1,0] or through the death of both daughter cells [2,0].
Smaller increases occur for the other possible lineage scores but there is a general shift of
density away from the high fitness corner and a shift towards lower PI and SI scores for the
intermediate lineages. The advantage of this method of scoring lineages is it permits a more
complete understanding of the distributions of lineage fitness both in the mock and NCS
treated populations analysed. Mock treated lineages predominantly divide many times to
produce descendants which mostly survive. Following NCS treatment lineages are broadly
undertaking fewer divisions and experiencing the death of most branches of the lineage as
indicated by the shift from high PI high SI lineages being dominant to lower PI, low SI lineages
becoming dominant after NCS treatment. There are relatively few lineages following NCS
treatment that are high in one index and low in the other, for example [3,0] and [1,1]. This also
indicates, consistent with the previous generational analyses, that there appears little
evidence for any strong senescence response in these cells at the doses of DNA damage
given. If this had occurred it would have been indicated by large increases in the lineages
scoring having a low PI score and a high SI score, indicating cells that are alive but have
stopped dividing. This scoring system therefore helps separate senescence-like lineage
responses (low PI, high SI) from cell death response (low SI). This depiction also indicates
how in each condition dominant or more abundant classes of lineage can be identified but that
these represent at most half of all lineages, with the rest being distributed amongst various
scores. This therefore reflects well the heterogeneity evident by eye from the lineage tree plots
discussed earlier and indicates the variability of the underlying biology.

Extended Data Figure 1 | Description of the data analysis pipeline and nomenclature. a) Analytical workflow
for analysis of microscopy-based lineage tracing: i) Nuclei were identified by automated image segmentation. ii)
Identified nuclei were automatically tracked through time based on distances between nuclei centroids. iii)
Fluorescence was automatically measured for each identified nucleus allowing the changes in FUCCI probe
fluorescence to be determined. iv) Automatically identified cell traces were validated by manual assessment and
the timing of division and death assigned based on the cellular morphology. v) Validated cell traces were used to
determine the approximate timing of G1/S transition. vi) Fluorescence traces from related cells were collated
together as lineages allowing further analyses. b) Multigenerational FUCCI lineage tracing: Example of multigenerational FUCCI fluorescent traces of undamaged regularly dividing cells (one cell in each generation shown).
The red G1 probe peaks before the green S&G2 probe indicating the end of the G1 phase of the cell cycle. The
green S&G2 probe peaks just before mitosis. c) Lineage trees depict familial relations between cells and convey
cellular information

Extended Data Figure 2 | NCS and DNA damage. U2OS parental cell line cells receiving mock or
neocarzinostatin treatments in the same manner as lineage traced cells show DNA damage is evident in all NCS
treated cells 1.5 hours after treatment via the formation of γH2AX foci as detected by immunofluorescence.

Extended Data Figure 3 | Heterogeneity in cell lineages increases upon NCS treatment. Cell lineages are
heterogeneous as descendent cells within a linage will take different cell-fate decisions in time. Here we show a
subset of lineages recorded on mock-treated (top) and NCS-treated (bottom) cells. Rather than resulting in more
homogeneous lineages dominated by cell death timed at a checkpoint subsequent to NCS treatment, lineage
variability is considerably increased in response to DNA damage. See Extended Data Fig. 1 for an explanation
of symbols.

Extended Data Figure 4 | Generational analysis of DNA damaged cells by cell cycle phase. The G1 length
(a) and SG2M (b) length of mock- (left) and NCS- (right) treated lineages are shown as a swarm plot where different
colours identify cells that, from within each analysed generation, divide (magenta), die (black) or survive to the end
of the experiment (5 days). The top pie charts show the proportions of death by which phase of the cell cycle they
occurred in. Delayed cell death predominantly occurs in G1.

Extended Data Figure 5 | Generational analysis by flow cytometry. a) CellTrace dyed cells halve in
fluorescence with each cell division allowing generational progression to be inferred via flow cytometric
measurements. Cells treated with mock (n=3), 45 ng/ml NCS (n=2) and 100 ng/ml NCS (n=3) conditions. Results
from one representative experiment shown. b) Measured CellTrace Fluorescence curves for each timepoint for
each condition. Logarithmic scale of fluorescence, one representative curve from each timepoint triplicate shown.
c) Measured total population changes over time for each experimental condition. Average of timepoint triplicates
shown with standard deviation error bars. d) One representative experiment with three conditions shown, mock
(n=3), 45 ng/ml NCS (n=2) and 100 ng/ml NCS (n=3). Averages of triplicate measurements from each timepoint
are shown with vertical and horizontal standard deviation errors bars. The approximately linear relationship for
each condition suggests a constant death rate per generation. Linear regression through the origin allows
approximation of this rate (see Supp. Note. 1).

Extended Data Figure 6 | Defining fitness of cell lineages. a) Examples of different lineages scored by the
Proliferation Index (PI) and the Survival Index (SI). b) Lineage Fitness Space is defined by the various possible PI
and SI scores. High fitness lineages, i.e. scoring highly for both PI and SI, are found in one corner. As fitness
reduces lineages are found further from this corner. The different manifestations of reduced fitness are separated
in space facilitating better interpretation of how treatments change lineage fitness.

